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Address Usluga co 
autostrada tirane durres km 4 
1000 Tirana

Country Albania

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
"Usluga" is the main distributor regarding glass in Albanian. The company imports large quantities of glass and also has introduced the newest
technology in tempering flat and curved glass .Some of the types of glass that we import are as follows:

Clear glass
Colored glass (white, Gray, bronze, green, blue, Triplex, Triplex green)
Reflective (mirror)
Laminated (laminated)
Mirrors (genuine picture)
Figured glass, (glass with different figures) etc...

All the above types of glasses with different sizes and thickness are available with competitive prices. 
Along with the development in the glass sector we also developed the construction sector. The company experienced a steady growth and gradually
built itself a portfolio of multi-discipline projects, keeping the pace with continuously evolving construction techniques and enriching itself with a vast
experience in the construction of commercial and residential buildings, hotels, luxurious villas.

A forward-looking vision and solution-oriented approach to projects are factors that have been significantly contributing to Usluga’s growth. We also
recognize the great value that each member of our experienced and motivated team adds to the organization. Today, with an ambitious approach to
expand and diversify our activities, we stand committed to client’s satisfaction, integrity and continuous improvement.
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